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Abstract. A new mathematical model has been developed to determine the coefficient of internal and
theoretical head in the variant design of the low-flow rate centrifugal compressors impellers. A parametric
study of the flow part of the impeller is carried out. In total 1620 impellers are numericaly simulated. As a
result, a numerical database of gas dynamic and geometric parameters was developed. Due to an a priori
analysis, the relations of parameters with the geometric shape of the flow part are determined. The
mathematical model is developed using gas-dynamic parameters and relations determined from numerical
database. Using centrifugal compressor stage digital twins, a generalizing relationship has been developed
to determine the complex of friction and leakage losses.The reliability of the math model is validated by the
comparison with experimental data and the results of numerical experiment in digital twins, which are not
involved in the model. The application of the head math model is determined in the range of the conditional
flow coefficient 0.006<Φd<0.02 and the theoretical head coefficient 0.60 <ψt<0.72.

1 Introduction
There are no simple engineering methods for calculating
the theoretical head coefficient and the complex of
friction and leakage loss for low-flow rate stages. Most
of the developed dependencies [1, 2, 3] relate to medium
and high flow-rate stages and cannot be applied in
designing process of low-flow rate stages. The flow
features in low-flow rate stages [4, 5, 6] are caused by
the influence of the viscosity. It does not allow the use of
methods for calculating inviscid flow, what is also
shown in the work [7]. Methods for calculating a viscous
boundary layer are quite complicated and are common
only in research organizations and therefore are not
widely used in practical applications. Experimental
research requires expensive equipment. Experimental
studies of many parameters as in work [8] require
expensive equipment and much time. Modern
commercial packages for modelling the workflow using
computational gas dynamics methods are currently
limited due to the need to train specialized personnel and
the financial costs of acquiring equipment and licenses.
Moreover, a number of scientific publications [9, 10, 11,
12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17] show the efficiency of using
computational methods in the design and study of
centrifugal compressors low-flow rate stages.
Computational methods are also used in the calculation
of such an important phenomenon as surging in
*

centrifugal compressors [18, 19]. Computational
methods are widely used in modeling the working
processes of turbomachines [20, 21].
The purpose of the study is to develop an engineering
method for determining the internal and theoretical Euler
head coefficient for the preliminary design of the
centrifugal compressor impeller of a low-flow rate stage
booster compressor station for a thermal power plant.
To achieve the goal of the study, it is required to
solve the following tasks:
To carry out modelling of impellers in a wide
changes range in geometric and gas-dynamic parameters.
To analyse the influence of parameters and derive
generalized dependencies to determine the theoretical
head coefficient and the friction and leakage loss
complex.
Earlier in [22], it was shown that in order to simulate
the working process with obtaining a gas-dynamic
characteristic, it is sufficient to use a simplified
calculation model of the impeller (see fig. 1). The
change in the characteristic consists only in a shift along
the flow axis. This can be taken into account by the
introduced correction. The reliability of the calculations
is also shown in comparison with experimental data
using the k-ω turbulence model [23].
For the statistical priori analysis and the generalizing
dependencies derivation, 1620 centrifugal impellers
models of the low-flow rate centrifugal compressors
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stages were designed and modelled according to the
simplified calculation model for the following range of
geometric and gas-dynamic parameters: calculated
conditional flow coefficient Φd = 0.004 ÷ 0.020;
conditional Mach number Mu = 0.5 ÷ 0.8; the blades
height ratio at the inlet and outlet b1/ b2 = 0.5 ÷ 1.0;
relative hub diameter D̅h = 0.3 ÷ 0.5; the number of
blades z = 12 ÷ 20; blade outlet angle βbl2 = 30 ° ÷ 50 °.
Table 1 shows the variable impeller parameters used in
the parametric study. The calculation results were
processed by [24]. The design of the impeller is carried
out on the design mode, under the condition of shockfree entry into the impeller blade system.

D  b  sin β bl1τ1
K 'geom  1 1
.
b2  sin β bl2 τ 2

(1)

The diffusivity factor characterizes the diffusivity of
the interscapular channel at maximum velocity on the
posterior surface of the impeller blade back side and is
determined by the expression
FD  1 

w2
.
wmax

(2)

Flow diffusivity, as the ratio of relative velocities at
the inlet and outlet of the impeller:
nw  w1 / w2 .

(3)

As the analysis shows, the following parameters
influence the amount of slope and the nature of the
diffusivity factor dependence on geometric diffusivity
(see Fig. 2, 4, 6, 8), taking into account constraint: the
number of blades z, the outlet angle of the blades βbl2, the
hub diameter D̅h and the conditional Mach number Mu.
In this case, the dependence FD=f(K’gd) remains linear
and only the slope of the line and the value change.

Fig. 1. Ansys CFX simplified three-dimensional computational
domain of the impeller.
Table 1. Variable impeller parameters in a simplified
numerical model.
№
1

2

3

4

5

6

Parameter
Blade
number, z
Blade outlet
angle, βbl2°
(from
tangential
direction)

Relative
hub
diameter, D̅̅h
Ratio of
inlet to
outlet blade
height, b1/b2
Conditional
Mach
Number, Mu
Conditional
flow rate
coefficient,

1
step

2
step

3
step

4
step

5
step

12

16

20

-

-

30

40

50

-

-

0.30

0.40

0.50

-

-

0.50

0.75

1.0

-

-

0.50

0.60

0.70

0.80

-

0.004

0.008

0.012

0.016

0.020

Fig. 2. Dependence of the diffusivity factor on the geometric
diffusivity at the z=16, D̅h=0.4 and variable βbl2°.

Fig. 3. Dependence of the flow diffusivity on the diffusivity
factor at the z=16, D̅h=0.4 and variable βbl2°.

Φd

2 Methods
The geometric and gas-dynamic parameters were
selected in the process of analysing.
Geometric diffusivity taking into account constraint
is determined by the equation
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Fig. 4. Dependence of the diffusivity factor on the geometric
diffusivity at the z=16, βbl2=40° and variable D̅h.

Fig. 9. Dependence of the flow diffusivity on the diffusivity
factor at the βbl2=40°, D̅h=0.4 and variable z.
Fig. 5. Dependence of the flow diffusivity on the diffusivity
factor at the z=16, βbl2=40° and variable D̅h.

A priori analysis found that there is a linear
relationship between the diffusivity factor and the
geometric diffusivity coefficient, taking into account
constraint. Four parameters influence the magnitude and
slope of the linear characteristic: the number of blades,
the outlet angle of the blades, the hub diameter, and the
conditional Mach number.
Expression for determining the diffusivity factor:

FD  (0,012  z  0,084 Mu  0,124 bl 2(in rad.) 

(4)

  0,77
0,084  Dh 1,223)  Kgd
Fig. 6. Dependence of the diffusivity factor on the geometric
diffusivity at the z=16, βbl2=40° and variable D̅h and Mu.

Fig. 7. Dependence of the flow diffusivity on the diffusivity
factor at the z=16, βbl2=40° and variable D̅h and Mu.

A nonlinear relationship in the form of a quadratic
dependence is established between the flow diffusivity
and the diffusivity factor. The influence of the relative
hub diameter and the conditional Mach number can be
neglected due to the small magnitude of the change in
parameters. It is established that the number of blades
and the outlet angle of the blades affect the change in the
rate of change in flow diffusivity from the diffusivity
factor.
The expression for determining the diffusivity of the
flow:
nw  (0,054×β bl2 (in rad.) +0,381×z+0,310)×FD2 +
+(0,318×β bl2 (in rad.) -0,359×z+2,576)×FD +
+(-0,410×β bl2 (in rad.) +0,096×z+0,287)

(5)

Having the value of the relative inlet velocity, it
becomes possible to determine the coefficient of
theoretical pressure by the equation:
ψ t =1- w22  φ 22 .

Fig. 8. Dependence of the diffusivity factor on the geometric
diffusivity at the βbl2=40°, D̅h=0.4 and variable z.

(6)

The average relative error of theoretical pressure
coefficient approximation by the presented method is δ
(ψt) = 0.65%. The value of the mean square dispersion is
R2 = 0.988.
The results of model stages digital twins modeling of
the Dresser&Clark series Q, R, S, T, U, V are used.
Based on three-dimensional modeling of the workflow in
detailed models of 18 low-flow rate stages, a relationship
has been developed to determine the complex of friction
and leakage loss:

 fr + leak =0,0118   F2 / Faxial  φ 2  ψt 
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In (7) F2 / Faxial is a ratio of the areas at the impeller
outlet and the axial gaps inlet on the shroud and hub
side, φ 2 - flow coefficient.

Fig. 10. Comparison of friction loss and leakage complex for
stages Q, R, S, T, U, V and stage Q-482 with different blade
outlet angle.

The average approximation error by the equation (7)
is 1.3%. Figure 10 shows that with an increase in the
blades outlet angle, and accordingly the pressure of the
impeller, there is a sharp decrease in the complex of
friction and leakage loss. This effect limits the use of the
dependence within the limits of the conditional flow
coefficient 0.006 <Φd <0.020 and the theoretical pressure
coefficient 0.60 <ψt <0.72, which coincides with the
range of the studied stages.

3 Results
The validation of generalizing dependencies was carried
out on the basis of data not participating in their
compilation. Figure 11 shows a good match between
calculation and simulation. The average relative error in
the generalizing dependence is δ (ψt) = 1.19%, δ (ψi) =
0.96%. The average relative error in the generalizing
dependence in comparison with experimental data is δ
(ψi) = 3.63%.

Fig. 11. Comparison of simulation results with the values
obtained from the generalizing dependence and experimental
data.

Since the simulation data for the detailed stages
participated in the development of the equation for
calculating the complex of friction and leakage loss, the
data for the tested stages SVD-7 and SVD-8 CVRE
(Compressor, vacuum and refrigeration engineering)
research group [5] were used, not used in compiling a
generalizing dependence of the theoretical pressure and
the complex of friction and leakage loss.
Figure 12 compares the characteristics of the internal
pressure coefficient with experimental data and the
results of calculations by generalizing dependencies and
modeling for stages SVD-7 and SVD-8.
The relative error for the low stage impeller in the
calculated mode is δ (ψi) = 0.68% for SVD-7 and δ (ψi)
= 0.74% for SVD-8.
The use of generalizing dependences for the
theoretical head coefficient and the set of friction and
leakage loss for low-flow centrifugal compressors
impellers showed good consistency on the independent
experimental data, which indicates the reliability of the
research results.

4 Discussion
A math model is developed in the form of generalizing

Fig. 12. Experimental characteristics of the internal pressure coefficient in comparison with the result of calculation by
generalizing dependencies and modeling for the stages SVD-7 and SVD-8.
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dependences for calculating the theoretical head
coefficient ψt of low-flow impellers in the design mode
for the centrifugal compressors stages of thermal power
plants booster compressor stations. The application of
the dependence in the range of the conditional flow
coefficient is from 0.008÷Φd÷0.02, the conditional Mach
number is from 0.5÷Mu÷0.8, the number of blades is
from 12÷z÷20, the blades outlet angle is from
30°÷βbl2÷50°, the relative hub diameter is 0.3÷D̅h÷0.5,
the blade height ratio at the inlet and outlet is
0.5÷b1/b2÷1.0. The feature of the proposed dependence
is the generalization of the viscous three-dimensional
flow modelling of validated simplified low-flow rate
impellers numerical models results, taking into account
viscous effects arising from the interaction of the flow
core with the low-energy zone and secondary flows from
bounding surfaces.
A generalizing relationship has been developed for
calculating the complex of friction and leakage loss (βfr
+ βleak) of low-flow rate impellers in the zone of optimal
operation based on the consideration of viscous threedimensional flow in validated detailed numerical models
of 18 low-flow stages. The application of the
dependence in the range of the conditional flow
coefficient is from 0.006 <Φd<0.02 and the theoretical
head coefficient is 0.60 <ψt<0.72.
The reliability of the calculation by generalizing
dependencies is ensured by validation of the independent
stages of the Q, R, S, T, U, V and SVD-7, SVD-8 series.
The arithmetic average relative error in calculating the
theoretical pressure coefficient is not more than 2%.
The results of the work were obtained using
computational resources of Peter the Great SaintPetersburg Polytechnic University Supercomputing
Center (www.spbstu.ru)
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